Intracellular action potential generation and extinction strongly affect the sensitivity of M-wave characteristic frequencies to changes in the peripheral parameters with muscle fatigue.
Changes in muscle fibre propagation velocity (MFPV) and shape of intracellular action potentials (IAPs) accompany peripheral muscle fatigue. We have shown through mathematical simulations that the effects of IAP generation and extinction reduced the sensitivity of the mean (fmean) and median (fmed) frequency of M-wave power spectra to individual changes in MFPV. Due to the differences in weighting of the spectral components used for calculation of the characteristic frequencies, the highest spectral components of the M-wave affected the fmean more than the fmed. These components are related to the M-wave leading edge that reflects the IAP depolarization phase. They reduced the sensitivity of the spectral moment of order 1 to individual changes in MFPV and increased its sensitivity to IAP changes. Since the changes of the IAP depolarization phase during the final stages of peripheral muscle fatigue affected the fmean more, the range of the relative reductions of the fmean and fmed were approximately the same under combined changes in IAP and MFPV. The sensitivities of M-wave characteristic frequencies depended also on the electrode arrangement and position as well as on the length of active muscle fibres.